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Abstract: The conventional oblique parameters analyses of precision electroweak data
can be consistently cast in the modern framework of the Standard Model eective eld
theory (SMEFT) when restrictions are imposed on the SMEFT parameter space so that it
describes universal theories. However, the usefulness of such analyses is challenged by the
fact that universal theories at the scale of new physics, where they are matched onto the
SMEFT, can ow to nonuniversal theories with renormalization group (RG) evolution down
to the electroweak scale, where precision observables are measured. The departure from
universal theories at the electroweak scale is not arbitrary, but dictated by the universal
parameters at the matching scale. But to dene oblique parameters, and more generally
universal parameters at the electroweak scale that directly map onto observables, additional
prescriptions are needed for the treatment of RG-induced nonuniversal eects. We perform
a RG analysis of the SMEFT description of universal theories, and discuss the impact of
RG on simplied, universal-theories-motivated approaches to tting precision electroweak
and Higgs data.
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1 Introduction
The quest for new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) has been, and will continue
to be proceeding through both direct and indirect searches for their eects. While direct
searches for BSM signatures have to be carried out with particular models (often simplied
ones) in mind, indirect searches through precision measurements of Standard Model (SM)
processes often admit more general approaches that are model-independent to some extent.
A classic example is the oblique parameters formalism [1], the widely-adopted version of
which was proposed by Peskin and Takeuchi [2], and further developed by others [3, 4].
Here, just a few parameters, most notably S and T (or their rescaled versions S^ and
T^ ), capture the new physics modications of the vector boson self-energies, which are
assumed to be the dominant BSM eects (hence the name \oblique"). Despite their limited
applicability due to such an assumption, these oblique parameters greatly simplify precision
electroweak ts to constrain broad classes of new physics scenarios. Modern studies in this
direction are migrating to the more general Standard Model eective eld theory (SMEFT)
approach; see e.g. [5{7] for recent reviews. In this case, the SM Lagrangian, supplemented


























Figure 1. Examples showing how nonuniversal eects can be generated by universal oblique
corrections. Left: eective Wqq0 and W` couplings are renormalized dierently, due to the dierent
couplings of quarks and leptons to neutral gauge bosons. Middle: the ZbLbL coupling is singled out
among all the Zf f couplings probed by Z-pole measurements for relatively large running eects
proportional to y2t , via loop corrections involving the charged Goldstone boson (or the longitudinal
W if one uses the unitary gauge). Right: the Higgs boson couplings to the up- and down-
type quarks and leptons are renormalized dierently, due to dierent gauge interactions of the
fermions. In each example, the interactions generated for the SM fermions are not in the form of
the SM currents, and thus the corresponding operators cannot be eliminated in favor of bosonic
operators. These examples, as well as many others, can be more rigorously formulated in terms of
SU(2)LU(1)Y invariant operators, but we prefer to give a more intuitive illustration at this stage.
The arguments here will be made concrete in sections 3 and 4.
a consistent framework for calculating the leading BSM eects on precision observables,
assuming there are no new light states and the new physics scale  is much higher than
the electroweak scale EW.
Reconciliation of the oblique parameters formalism and the more general SMEFT is
based on the realization that the former is generally speaking only applicable to universal
theories, a restricted class of BSM theories whose SMEFT representation can be cast in a
form that involves bosonic operators only [8] (see also [9] for an earlier study with similar
motivations). By bosonic operators, we mean dimension-6 operators built from the SM
bosons. There are 16 of them one can possibly write down that are independent and
CP-even, as we have shown in [8], so the eective theory of universal theories has a 16-
dimensional parameter space, independent of the SMEFT basis choice. In turn, they can be
mapped onto 16 independent phenomenological parameters, called \universal parameters"
in [8], 5 of which coincide with the familiar oblique parameters. At leading order (LO) in
v2
2
, they lead to a universal pattern of deviations from the SM. In the recently-proposed
Higgs basis framework [10], this pattern is encoded in a set of relations among the otherwise
independent eective couplings.
Beyond LO, however, complications can arise. In particular, the 16-dimensional pa-
rameter space of universal theories, being a subspace of the full SMEFT parameter space,
is not guaranteed to be closed under renormalization group (RG) evolution. In fact, it is in-
tuitively clear that nonuniversal eects can indeed be generated by RG, because even if one
starts with a bosonic basis (consisting of 16 independent bosonic operators) [8], fermionic
operators, i.e. operators containing SM fermions, can be generated that are not organized

















examples involving oblique corrections are illustrated in gure 1. This qualitative argument
can be made concrete by a detailed RG analysis of universal theories, which we perform
in this paper,1 aided by the recently-calculated full anomalous dimension matrix for the
dimension-6 operators [17{19] (see also [20]).
As a consequence of the RG-induced nonuniversal eects, an eective theory that is
universal at the new physics scale  can become nonuniversal at the electroweak scale EW.
This means that, without introducing further prescriptions, the universal parameters S^,
T^ , etc. are not unambiguously dened beyond LO at the electroweak scale. However, the
usefulness of these parameters is not plagued, since after all, their values at the high scale
 are what we really need to know to infer the shape of BSM physics. The latter are well-
dened in universal theories, and the 16 of them are sucient to describe phenomenology
also at EW, despite the theory becoming nonuniversal after RG evolution. Departures
from universal BSM eects are not arbitrary as in generic nonuniversal theories, but can
be calculabled in terms of these parameters.
An important motivation for the recent trend to push the SMEFT analyses beyond
LO [15{46] (see also [14, 47{54]) is the observation that for some very well-measured observ-
ables, it is possible to derive additional constraints on the eective operators contributing
at higher loop order, which are otherwise less constrained.2 In the full SMEFT, this can be
done at the leading logarithmic (LL) level by rst constraining the Wilson coecients at
EW via LO expressions of the observables at the electroweak scale, and then RG-evolving
these constraints to . The same is not true for the universal parameters S^, T^ , etc. As we
will see, with additional prescriptions, it is possible to dene these parameters at EW, but
they do not capture all the LL corrections to all observables no matter what prescriptions
are adopted. This implies, in particular, that the conventional oblique parameters analysis
incorporating only LO eects of the oblique parameters is not a priori justied at the LL
level, where additional parameters that should have been included in the t may have a
numerical impact. Also, a simplied global t to Higgs data where a single rescaling pa-
rameter F is assumed for all the hf f couplings may not be appropriate, since it may
not even accurately capture the phenomenology of universal theories.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2 with a brief review of the
universal theories EFT at LO, and a general discussion of RG-induced nonuniversal eects.
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to detailed RG analyses of universal theories in the electroweak
and Yukawa sectors, respectively. We conclude in section 5, and collect our notation and
some useful formulas in the appendices.
1It should be noted that in the SMEFT framework, observables at the electroweak scale are calculated as





and the loop factor 1
162






can be taken into account by incorporating higher-order SM calculations independently of new physics











)1 terms in the double expansion
that are enhanced by ln 
EW





)0 may also have an impact, but the eective
Lagrangian has to be extended beyond the dimension-6 level to account for them. The latter [12, 13] is
beyond the scope of the present work. See also [14{16] for related discussions.
2Note, however, that in some of these references, bounds on the oblique parameters are used to con-
strain the SMEFT parameter space possibly beyond the universal theories subspace, which can lead to

















Denition Warsaw basis operator combination






















02 Yq[Q(1)Hq]ii + Yl[Q(1)Hl ]ii
+Yu[QHu]ii + Yd[QHd]ii + Ye[QHe]ii














qq ]iijj + Y
2
l [Qll]iijj + 2YqYl[Q
(1)
lq ]iijj
+Y 2u [Quu]iijj + Y
2





qu ]iijj + 2YqYd[Q
(1)
qd ]iijj + 2YqYe[Qqe]iijj
+2YlYu[Qlu]iijj + 2YlYd[Qld]iijj + 2YlYe[Qle]iijj
+2YuYd[Q
(1)
ud ]iijj + 2YuYe[Qeu]iijj + 2YdYe[Qed]iijj

Q2JG  JAGJAG g2s
  16 [Q(1)qq ]iijj + 14 [Q(1)qq ]ijji + 14 [Q(3)qq ]ijji
 16 [Quu]iijj + 12 [Quu]ijji   16 [Qdd]iijj + 12 [Qdd]ijji
+2[Q
(8)
qu ]iijj + 2[Q
(8)




Qy  jHj2(HJy + h.c.) [yu]ij [QuH ]ij + [VCKMyd]ij [QdH ]ij + [ye]ij [QeH ]ij + h.c.





qu ]ijkl + [Q
(8)
qu ]ijkl





















Table 1. Warsaw basis operator combinations that appear in Luniversal in (2.1). In these ex-
pressions, repeated generation indices i; j; k; l are summed over, Hya
 !





D H = H
y(DH)   (DH)yH. The Yukawa matrices yu, yd, ye should not be







dened in (2.2). See appendix A for denitions of the operators appearing in this table.
2 Universal theories at LO and beyond
2.1 The universal theories EFT at LO
In this subsection, we briey review the results in [8]. The SMEFT description of universal
theories at LO can be formulated in three equivalent ways, in terms of eective operators,
universal parameters, or Higgs basis couplings.
As mentioned in the introduction, the eective Lagrangian of universal theories con-
sists of LSM plus 16 independent CP-even bosonic operators. In the Warsaw basis [55], only
9 of them are kept, while the remaining bosonic operators are eliminated by eld redeni-
tions, or equivalently, by applying the SM equations of motion, in favor of combinations of
fermionic operators. Despite the appearance of a proliferation of fermionic operators, the

















the notation of [55] for the Warsaw basis operators Qi, collected in appendix A, we have
Luniversal = LSM + 1
v2
(CHWQHW + CHBQHB + CHGQHG + CHWBQHWB + CWQW
+CGQG + CHDQHD + CHQH + CHQH + CHJWQHJW + CHJBQHJB
+C2JWQ2JW + C2JBQ2JB + C2JGQ2JG + CyQy + C2yQ2y); (2.1)
where Ci are O( v22 ) Wilson coecients, and QHJW , QHJB, Q2JW , Q2JB, Q2JG, Qy, Q2y
are combinations of fermionic operators listed in table 1. Note that the SM fermion elds

















Jy  uyyuq + qVCKMydd+ lyee: (2.2d)
Our notation is such that
LSM  GAJAG +W aJaW +BJB   (HJy + h.c.): (2.3)
See appendix A for more details. We will stick to the Warsaw basis for the calculations
in this paper, in order to conveniently use the results in [17{19]. The forms of Luniversal
in other SMEFT bases, as well as the dictionaries for translating between the bases for
universal theories, can be found in [8].
If we restrict ourselves to the 16-dimensional parameter space of universal theories, a
subspace of the full SMEFT parameter space, there is a unique well-motivated procedure
to dene the oblique parameters at LO. The eld-redenition ambiguity associated with
the vector boson self-energies is eliminated by ensuring the oblique parameters dening
conditions are satised [4, 8]. At the dimension-6 level, there are 5 nonvanishing oblique
parameters S^, T^ , W , Y , Z, which constitute a subset of the 16 independent universal
parameters. By our choice in [8], the latter also include: 4 anomalous triple-gauge couplings
(TGCs) gZ1 ,  ,
 , g; 3 rescaling factors for the h
3, hff , hV V vertices 3, F ,
V ; 3 parameters for hVV
0-type interactions absent in the SM fgg, fz , f ; 1 four-
fermion coupling c2y  O(y2f ). As summarized in appendix B, each of these universal
parameters can be identied as the coecient of a term in Luniversal in the electroweak
symmetry broken phase in the unitary gauge, after the eld and parameter redenitions
detailed in [8]. The 16 universal parameters are just a phenomenologically convenient linear
mapping from the 16 independent Wilson coecients in (2.1); see table 2. As such, they
constitute a complete characterization of universal theories in the SMEFT framework at
the dimension-6 level.
As yet another equivalent description of the universal theories EFT, the Higgs basis
couplings, dened in [10] at LO in v
2
2



























4CHJB   12C2JW   12C2JB

T^  12CHD + g
02














3   1CH + 3CH   34CHD   g
2
4 (CHJW   C2JW )
F  Cy + CH   14CHD   g
2
4 (CHJW   C2JW )
V CH   14CHD   3g
2




















Table 2. Expression of the 16 universal parameters, dened from the eective Lagrangian as
in (B.1), in terms of the Warsaw basis Wilson coecients in (2.1). These parameters completely
characterize the indirect BSM eects in universal theories at the dimension-6 level. More details of
the universal parameters, including their expressions in other bases, can be found in [8].
manifest. As ensured by the Higgs basis dening conditions [8, 10], they capture vertex
corrections involving the physical particles. Furthermore, since the input observables are
not shifted at tree level, simple LO relations can be written down between some precision
observables and the Higgs basis couplings. For example, the fractional shifts in  (Z !
bLbL) and  (Z ! bRbR) are proportional to [gZdL ]33 and [gZdR ]33, respectively. In general,
the Higgs basis couplings are linear combinations of Wilson coecients in the Warsaw basis
(or any other complete nonredundant basis), some of which are listed in appendix C. In
the special case of universal theories, we have worked out in [8] the Higgs basis couplings
in terms of the universal parameters. They are reproduced here in table 3, where the 
parameters [4, 56, 57] are 3 independent linear combinations of S^, T^ , W , Y ,




Y; 2   W; 3  S^  W   Y: (2.4)


































































c3G   23g2sg2 g
3 3
[yf 0 ]ij (f
0 = u; d; e) ijF
cz V
cgg; cz ; c fgg; fz ; f , respectively
c4f combinations of W;Y;Z; c2y
[gWqR ]ij ; [dV f ]ij 0
Table 3. Higgs basis couplings in terms of the universal parameters, taken from [8]. 1;2;3 are
independent linear combinations of S^; T^ ;W; Y dened in (2.4). c4f collectively denotes four-fermion
eective couplings, and dV f stands for the dipole-type V ff couplings. Compared with [10], we have
written the fractional W mass shift as m instead of m, and dened [g
Wq
L ]ij in the gauge-eigenstate
rather than mass-eigenstate basis.
V ff vertex corrections depend on just 2 parameters 1, 3, and all the hff vertices
are rescaled by a common factor (1 + F ). This is not the case for generic nonuniversal
theories, where the number of independent couplings is equal to the number of independent
dimension-6 operators in the full SMEFT. For universal theories, on the other hand, the


























yu = yd = ye = F : (2.5b)
We will call (2.5) \universal relations" from here on. Compared with [8], we have replaced
Qu, Qd, Qe by the equivalent Yu, Yd, Ye for later convenience. Each Higgs basis coupling
appearing in (2.5) represents the diagonal elements of a 3  3 matrix in generation space

















4-fermion couplings can be written down, which do not concern us here. Essentially, the
universal relations among the generically independent Higgs basis couplings are in exact
correspondence with the correlations among the otherwise independent fermionic operator
Wilson coecients shown in table 1, e.g.
gWqL = g
Wl








2.2 Overview of RG-induced nonuniversal eects
Beyond LO, renormalization is needed, and the Wilson coecients as renormalized La-
grangian parameters should have renormalization scales  associated with them. The scale
dependence of the Wilson coecients is captured by the RG equations, which at leading
order are governed by the anomalous dimensions ij ,






It should be emphasized that ij are unambiguous only when a complete nonredendant
basis of eective operators is specied. The Warsaw basis adopted here is the same basis
used in [17{19] to calculate the full ij matrix for the dimension-6 operators.
The renormalization scale  should be properly chosen to avoid large radiative correc-
tions beyond a xed-order calculation. If we are interested in the deviations of precision
observables at the electroweak scale,   EW is desired, because large logarithms in the
perturbative expansion can be avoided when the observables are expressed in terms of
Ci(EW). But on the other hand, to infer the shape of the UV theory at a higher scale
  EW, which is the ultimate goal of SMEFT analyses, Ci() are needed, because we
should better set    when the SMEFT is matched onto a specic new physics model
in the UV. Solving (2.7) to leading order, which is sucient for most practical purposes,
we obtain








The second term in this equation contributes to the LL corrections of the observables which
are aected by CiQi at LO, when they are calculated in terms of the Wilson coecients at
 = . To be specic, up to higher-order terms, the fractional shift of an observable O^ is
















where ai are functions of properly-renormalized SM parameters, which can be recast in
terms of the input observables [11]. It is based on (2.9) that constraints on Ci(EW) derived
from precision data can be translated into constraints on (combinations of) Cj()'s, some
of which are less accessible otherwise; see e.g. [28, 29, 32, 41].
For universal theories, a key observation is that the correlations among the fermionic
operator Wilson coecients at the matching scale , represented by a set of linear equationsX
i

















are not necessarily preserved by RG evolution, because it is possible thatX
i;j
biijCj() 6= 0: (2.11)
As a consequence, at the electroweak scale EW where precision observables are measured,
we may have X
i
biCi(EW) 6= 0: (2.12)
For example, while [C
(3)
Hq]ij   [C(3)Hl ]ij = 0 at  =  for universal theories, the same is in
general not true at  = EW, as we will show in section 3. When (2.12) happens, the
universal theory at  ows to a nonuniversal theory at EW. We say that nonuniversal
eects are induced by RG evolution.
The observation above poses a challenge for dening oblique parameters, and more
generally universal parameters, in the SMEFT at the electroweak scale. In general, the
oblique parameters dening conditions, which require the absence of fermionic operators,
cannot be satised no matter how the elds and parameters are redened due to the
theory being nonuniversal. Additional prescriptions are needed if one wishes to dene and
use these parameters, which can be somewhat arbitrary. This also means that without
additional prescriptions, it is in general not meaningful to talk about RG evolution of the
universal parameters.
Nevertheless, as far as observables are concerned, there are no ambiguities, since (2.9),
which relates NPO^ to Ci() at LL accuracy, always holds. With the linear mapping
in table 2, we can recast NPO^ in terms of the 16 universal parameters dened at the
matching scale, S^(), T^ (), etc., as long as the theory is universal at . The RG-induced
nonuniversal eects then manifest themselves in the fact that all the LL corrections in (2.9)
cannot be absorbed into the running of the parameters appearing in the LO expression
for NPO^, namely the 16 universal parameters. In the following sections, we will dene
S^(EW), T^ (EW), etc. to absorb part of the LL corrections, following some well-motivated
additional prescriptions. The prediction for NPO^ then involves the LO expression in terms
of these universal parameters at EW, plus additional LL terms. The presence of the latter
may potentially aect the interpretation and usefulness of global ts to observables at EW
assuming the theory is universal at this scale, including the conventional oblique parameters
ts. But when they are taken into account, consistent constraints on S^(), T^ (), etc. at
the LL level can in principle be derived from precision data, which can be used to infer the
BSM new physics at  if it is universal.3
The close connection between the Higgs basis couplings and precision observables at
LO oers an equivalent and convenient way to formulate the analysis. While it is still a
matter of debate how to extend the Higgs basis framework beyond LO, at least at the LL
3The accuracy of the LL-level constraints on the universal parameters is a separate issue that deserves
further investigation. If the LL corrections are important for some observables, the NLO nite terms not
enhanced by ln 
EW
may also be [37, 42]. In any case, the eect of the neglected terms in a nite-order
perturbative calculation may be accounted for by introducing SMEFT theory uncertainties, as advocated

















level there is a straightforward procedure. In the full SMEFT at the dimension-6 level,
we can think of the Higgs basis couplings as dened by the linear combinations of Wilson
coecients in the Warsaw basis (or any other complete nonredundant basis) worked out
in [10], with the renormalization scale dependence included. For example, in our notation,
























Hl ()]11 + [C
(3)
Hl ()]22
   [Cll()]1221 + [Cll()]2112o (2.14)
is a combination of Wilson coecients coming from undoing the shifts in the input ob-







are also -dependent. The running of the Higgs basis cou-
plings with  follows from the RG equations for the Warsaw basis Wilson coecients
and the SM parameters. For universal theories at , the universal relations in (2.5)
should actually read gWqL () = g
Wl
L (), etc. After RG evolution down to the electroweak
scale, these relations are violated in the sense that gWqL (EW) 6= gWlL (EW), etc., due to
[C
(3)
Hq(EW)]ij 6= [C(3)Hl (EW)]ij , etc., as mentioned below (2.12). This was already alluded
to in gure 1, and will be demonstrated in detail in the next section. Dened in this way,
the Higgs basis couplings renormalized at EW directly map onto 
NPO^. Two example
observables we will discuss later are R`   had= (Z ! `+` ) (assuming lepton avor uni-
versality) and Rb   (Z ! bb)= had, where  had is the hadronic Z decay partial width.
































































L  T 3f  Qfs2(EW), gZfR   Qfs2(EW),























































































The Higgs basis couplings involved in these equations are given by (C.2) in terms of the
Warsaw basis Wilson coecients.
To end this subsection, we comment on a subtlety associated with dening phenomeno-
logical parameters in the electroweak symmetry broken phase. The renormalized vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs eld is a scheme-dependent quantity. To avoid introducing
unnecessary scheme dependence into the running of the Wilson coecients, we take the v
appearing in (2.1) to be simply a constant, say 246.2 GeV. As a consequence, when the uni-
versal parameters and Higgs basis couplings, dened from the eective Lagrangian in the
broken phase, are calculated in terms of the Wilson coecients, factors of 2jhHij
2
v2
= 1 + : : :
appear. We treat the : : : pieces as part of the one-loop counterterms, not to be included in
the renormalized Higgs basis couplings, or renormalized universal parameters when they
are properly dened. These terms are relevant for a full NLO calculation, but do not aect
the LL corrections proportional to ln EW that are the focus of the present paper.
3 RG eects in the electroweak sector
3.1 The universal limit
We rst look at the electroweak sector, and begin with the limit yf ! 0. The Lagrangian
at the new physics scale  is (2.1) with Cy = C2y = 0. We see from table 1 that the
 2H2D-class operators, which aect the V ff eective couplings, are related in universal





Hl ]ij = ij
g2
4
CHJW ; (3.1a)fC(1)Hq; C(1)Hl ; CHu; CHd; CHegij = fYq; Yl; Yu; Yd; Yegij g022 CHJB: (3.1b)
These relations are equivalent to the universal relations in (2.5a). Using the formulas





















































































(CH + CHD) +
41
6






















































Note that only the Wilson coecients that are nonzero at LO (i.e. at  = ) need to be
kept on the r.h.s. of these equations. We have used table 1, or equivalently (3.1) and (3.6)
below, to rewrite them in terms of the coecients of the operator combinations in (2.1) for
universal theories.
From the discussion in section 2.2, it is clear that the relations in (3.1) are preserved
by RG evolution only in the limit C2JW = C2JB = C2JG = 0, namely W = Y = Z = 0 at
LO (i.e. at  = ). We call this limit, together with yf ! 0, the \universal limit."
In the universal limit, fermionic operators in the electroweak sector are generated by
RG evolution, but they are organized into the combinations QHJW , QHJB that appear
in the LO Lagrangian for universal theories. Thus, without any further prescriptions,












(CH + CHD): (3.3b)




































We can extend this analysis to the 4-fermion interactions. The correlations among the














































2C2JW ; (3.6c)fC(1)lq ; Cee; C(1)ud ; Ceu; Ced; C(1)qu ; C(1)qd ; Cqe; Clu; Cld; Clegijkl
= f2YlYq; Y 2e ; 2YuYd; 2YuYe; 2YdYe; 2YqYu; 2YqYd;
2YqYe; 2YlYu; 2YlYd; 2YlYeg
ijklg
02C2JB; (3.6d)
















ud ]ijkl = [C
(8)
qu ]ijkl = [C
(8)
qd ]ijkl = 2ijklg
2
sC2JG: (3.6g)

































f _C(1)qq ; _C(1)lq ; _Cuu; _Cdd; _Cee; _C(1)ud ; _Ceu; _Ced; _C(1)qu ; _C(1)qd ; _Cqe; _Clu; _Cld; _Clegijkl
= fY 2q ; 2YlYq; Y 2u ; Y 2d ; Y 2e ; 2YuYd; 2YuYe; 2YdYe;











ud ]ijkl = [
_C(8)qu ]ijkl = [ _C
(8)
qd ]ijkl = 0: (3.7d)
The pattern in these equations, when compared with (3.6), indicates that in the universal
limit dened above, the 4-fermion interactions are also universal after RG evolution. Thus,
as in (3.3), we can unambiguously dene





































Here the running of g and g0 is not relevant, since _g; _g0 are multiplied by the values of
C2JW ; C2JB at LO which vanish. We see that, if the operators Q2JW ; Q2JB are not gener-
ated by the universal new physics at  = , they will be generated at one-loop level by RG
evolution down to  = EW, and result in a universal pattern in the 4-fermion interactions
at the electroweak scale. The operator Q2JG, on the other hand, is not generated by RG
evolution at this order if it is absent at the new physics scale.
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.9) allow us to write down meaningful RG equations for the oblique
parameters in the universal limit, namely yf = 0, and C2JW = C2JB = C2JG = 0, or
equivalently W = Y = Z = 0, at  = . To do so, we further need table 2, the RG


































(27g2   g02)c2gZ1 +
1
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Similarly, _Z = 0. In (3.11) we have recast the Wilson coecients on the r.h.s. in terms of
universal parameters. Following these evolution equations from  to EW, we obtain the
oblique parameters at the electroweak scale,


























which are to be used to calculate the observables, or alternatively, the Higgs basis couplings
at  = EW, in the electroweak sector. For example,
[gWlL (EW)]ij = [g
Wq




































where the SM parameters c, s are also renormalized at  = EW. We stress again
that (3.11), (3.12), (3.14) are unambiguous only in the universal limit W () = Y () =
Z() = 0, yf = 0 [we have kept W (), Y () in (3.12) for later convenience]; otherwise the
theory becomes nonuniversal after RG evolution and it is not even clear how to dene the
oblique parameters at EW. We will go beyond this limit in the next subsection.
One interesting observation from (3.11) is that, with our denition of universal pa-
rameters, and in the special universal limit discussed above where these equations are
meaningful, the S^ and T^ parameters mix under RG evolution. This is true despite the
fact that CHWB and CHD, which contribute to S^ and T^ , respectively, do not mix in the
Warsaw basis, even when the full SMEFT is considered [19]. The reason is that, as is
clear from table 2, S^ and T^ should not be identied with CHWB and CHD. The additional
contributions to these oblique parameters lead to the mixing observed here.
3.2 Nonuniversal eects beyond the universal limit
Now we are ready to turn back on the LO C2JW ; C2JB; C2JG (while still assuming yf !
0), and study the nonuniversal eects due to their contributions to the RG evolution.
These eects are conveniently represented by violations of the universal relations (2.5a).
Using (3.2), together with the relations between the Higgs basis couplings and the Warsaw
basis Wilson coecients given by (2.13) and (C.2), we nd




































































( 2g02Y + 3g2sZ); (3.14c)
 _gZeL +  _g
Z












( g2W + g02Y ); (3.14d)
 _gZuL +  _g
Zd




















(g2W   g02Y ); (3.14e)
where diagonal elements have been assumed for the matrices in generation space. It follows
that at the electroweak scale,
























































( 2g02Y + 3g2sZ); (3.15c)
gZeL (EW) + g
Z










( g2W + g02Y ); (3.15d)
gZuL (EW) + g
Zd










(g2W   g02Y ); (3.15e)
where W;Y;Z are the well-dened oblique parameters at the new physics scale (where the
theory is universal). Eq. (3.15) shows that the universal relations (2.5a) that hold at LO in
universal theories are violated. But unlike generic nonuniversal theories, they are violated
in a universal (rather than arbitrary) way. Despite the RG-induced nonuniversal eects,
the theory and its phenomenology is still completely characterized by the 16 independent
universal parameters at  =  (14 in the limit yf ! 0), and no further parameters are
needed unlike in generic nonuniversal theories.
As far as observables, or Higgs basis couplings at  = EW, are concerned, our dis-
cussion in section 2.2 indicates that it is not possible to absorb all the LL terms into the
running of the oblique parameters that contribute at LO, if W;Y;Z are nonzero at the
new physics scale. However, from this perspective, it is convenient to still dene S^(EW),




T; _W; _Y given by (3.11), even beyond this limit when W (); Y (); Z() are nonzero,
so that they can at least absorb a signicant part of the LL corrections. The remaining
LL corrections are proportional to W;Y;Z, and can be taken into account as additional



























































as a generalization of (3.14), with the SM parameters still renormalized at EW. These
equations quantitatively explain the rst example in gure 1. They are obtained by ap-
plying the RG equations presented in [17, 19] to the full expressions (2.13), and later iden-
tifying the various Wilson coecients involved as combinations of universal parameters,

















to (3.11), (3.12). Alternatively, (3.16) can be more easily derived by realizing that the
additional terms compared to (3.14) can be obtained by turning on W , Y , Z only (i.e. ad-
justing the Wilson coecients according to table 2 to make sure they are the only nonzero
universal parameters) when following the steps explained above, and keeping the LL terms.
We emphasize that S^(EW), T^ (EW), W (EW), Y (EW) in (3.16) do not have an obvious
and unambiguous interpretation in terms of vector boson self-energy corrections, but are
simply dened for convenience to absorb part of the LL corrections. Our prescriptions are
by no means the only choice for dening them, but are well-motivated since they leads to
relatively simple expressions for the observables and Higgs basis couplings at  = EW,
such as (3.16).
Finally, we lift the restriction yf ! 0 (and meanwhile allowing for nonzero C2JW ,
C2JB, C2JG). The additional eects come from either the 2 additional operators Qy, Q2y,
or the yf -dependent contributions to the anomalous dimensions calculated in [18], or both.



































































Hl ]ij = Ylij3y
2
t g
02(CHJB   2C2JB); (3.17d)
[ _CHu]ij = Yuij3y
2
t g
02(CHJB   2C2JB) + i3j3y2t


















[ _CHd]ij = Ydij3y
2
t g
02(CHJB   2C2JB); (3.17f)
[ _CHe]ij = Yeij3y
2
t g
02(CHJB   2C2JB): (3.17g)
These should be added to (3.2). Comparing with (3.1), we see that the additional nonuni-
versal eects are signicant only for the third-generation q and u, i.e. tL, bL and tR. They
can be represented by the following additional breaking of the universal relations, supple-
menting (3.15),

















































































































[gZuL ]33 + [g
Zd



























The other universal relations are not violated up to y2f=y
2
t (f 6= t) suppressed terms. Note
also that, as indicated above, [gZdR ]33 is not modied by terms proportional to y
2
t , so
[gZdR ]ij / ij still holds approximately.
The universal pieces in (3.17), on the other hand, can be conveniently attributed to
the running of CHJW , CHJB in addition to (3.3),
_CHJW = 6y
2
t (CHJW   2C2JW ); (3.19a)
_CHJB = 6y
2
t (CHJB   2C2JB): (3.19b)
Note that the one-loop beta functions of g, g0 do not depend on yt. Regarding the 4-
fermion interactions related to the W;Y;Z parameters, the additional contributions to the
anomalous dimensions are signicant only for the third-generation quarks tL, bL, tR, and
there is no universal part to be added to _C2JW , _C2JB, _C2JG. Further, the running of







t (2CHD   g02CHJB); (3.20b)
The discussion above implies that up to nonuniversal eects that are important for
the third-generation quarks tL, bL, tR only, the yf -dependent RG eects in the electroweak
sector are universal and can be conveniently attributed to the running of the oblique
parameters. Referring to table 2 for the translation between the universal parameters and
the Warsaw basis Wilson coecients, we nd
_^
S = 6y2t S^;
_^
T = 12y2t T^ ;
_W = _Y = 0: (3.21)
These equations are to be added to (3.11). Similarly, we still have _Z = 0. We remark
in passing that (3.11) and (3.21) can also be derived from the results in [32], where the
submatrix of ij involving the bosonic operators in the EGGM basis is calculated. Referring
to [8] for the expressions of the universal parameters in this basis, we have explicitly checked
that the results are the same as we presented above.
Dened in this way, the oblique parameters that appear in the LO expressions of





















corrections, except for observables involving the Z boson couplings to tL, bL and tR. Among
them, only the ZbLbL coupling is directly probed by precision Z-pole data, for which we
obtain (suppressing the gauge-coupling-dependent LL corrections proportional to W , Y , Z































The physical picture of this eect was already discussed in the second example in gure 1.
3.3 Implications for the oblique parameters t
So far, we have found that while universal theories at the new physics scale do not in general
remain universal after RG evolution down to the electroweak scale, precision observables in
the electroweak sector allow for a separation of universal and nonuniversal eects induced
by RG evolution. With our prescriptions for the separation, the universal eects are con-
veniently attributed to the running of the oblique parameters, given by the sum of (3.11)
and (3.21). This serves as a denition of the oblique parameters at the electroweak scale;
see (3.12). Corrections to the electroweak observables not involving the third-generation
quarks tL, bL, tR can be represented, to LL and leading yt accuracy, by the LO expressions
with S^, T^ , W , Y renormalized at EW, plus additional (nonuniversal) terms proportional
to 1
162
ln EW  fW; Y; Zg; see e.g. (3.16). For the electroweak observables involving tL,
bL, or tR, on the other hand, additional terms of order
y2t
162
ln EW should be added, which
also involve some less-constrained nonoblique universal parameters; see e.g. (3.22).
If these additional LL terms were absent (or negligible), the conventional oblique pa-
rameters t, where theory predictions of observables incorporating LO contributions from
the oblique parameters are confronted with precision electroweak data, would be a consis-
tent procedure to derive constraints on universal theories. Bounds on the oblique param-
eters obtained in this way could be interpreted as bounds on S^(EW), T^ (EW), W (EW),
Y (EW) dened in (3.12). The latter could then be mapped onto constraints on the uni-
versal parameters at the new physics scale , following the sum of (3.11) and (3.21).
In reality, however, the additional LL terms due to RG-induced nonuniversal eects,
which involve some less-constrained universal parameters, may not be negligible compared
with LO contributions from S^, T^ , W , Y , as well as experimental and SM theoretical uncer-
tainties. If this is the case, one should go beyond LO for a consistent t of universal theories
to precision electroweak data. But as far as universal theories are concerned, the underly-
ing number of free parameters is still much smaller than that in the full SMEFT. At the
LL order, only a few additional parameters, dened by linear combinations of the universal
parameters at , are sucient. While a full-edged global analysis is beyond the scope of

















3.4 Example: R` and Rb in universal theories
We consider the two observables R` and Rb introduced at the end of section 2.2, and see
how their SMEFT predictions are aected by the additional nonuniversal LL terms. Similar
to the examples shown in the previous subsections, namely (3.16) and (3.22), the Higgs

















( 0:19gZ1 + 0:010   0:032c2y); (3.23b)
where
3(EW)  c21(EW) = S^(EW)  0:77T^ (EW)  0:23W (EW)  0:77Y (EW) (3.24)
is a common oblique parameters combination entering the two observables at LO, expressed
in terms of the  parameters dened in (2.4).4 We have neglected the additional LL
terms proportional to S^, T^ , W , Y , since these parameters already appear in the LO
expressions. The numerical impact of these neglected terms is to correct the coecients of
3(EW) c21(EW) by order 1162 ln EW numbers, and is expected to be less important
than the invasion of additional, possibly less-constrained parameters Z, gZ1 ,  , c2y
through RG evolution from  to EW.
The various terms in (3.23) shift the theory predictions for R` and Rb in dierent
directions in the R`-Rb plane. This is shown by the dashed lines in gure 2, assuming
ln EW = 3 as expected from   O(TeV). The new physics corrections can be compared
with the SM predictions from the Gtter t [59],
R` = 20:743 0:017; Rb = 0:21578 0:00011; (SM) (3.25)
which is based on the Z-pole measurements from the LEP and SLD collaborations [60],
R` = 20:767 0:025; Rb = 0:21629 0:00066: (LEP+SLD) (3.26)
As we can see from gure 2, a LO oblique parameters t would naively constrain the
linear combination 3   c21 (blue), properly renormalized at EW, to be O(10 3).
However, reasonable values of other universal parameters, namely O( v2
2
), which enter the
LL corrections, can signicantly change the picture. In particular, values of O(10 2) and
4With only observables involving ratios of Zf f couplings such as R` and Rb, one cannot break this
degeneracy, because gZfi + g
Zf
i = (1 +
1
2







(3   c21), for both i = L;R. When
3 c21 = 0, all Zf f couplings are rescaled by a common factor, and ratios of couplings are unchanged.
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Figure 2. Theory predictions for R` =  had= (Z ! `+` ) and Rb =  (Z ! bb)= had are
shifted away from the SM point along the dashed lines, when the universal parameters appearing
in (3.23) take the values labeled beside the dots. The anomalous TGC parameters gZ1 ,  lead
to shifts along the same direction as c2y (green dashed line), with the orange stars and triangles
indicating the maximum shifts allowed by the LEP2 TGC constraints (95% C.L.) from single-
parameter ts (shown in the bottom-right corner) [62]. ln EW = 3 is assumed, as motivated by
TeV-scale new physics. Agreement between the SM predictions as tted by the Gtter group [59]
and the combined measurements by the LEP and SLD collaborations [60] naively constrains the
oblique parameters combination 3   c21 (blue) dened in (3.24) at the 10 3 level. But even
when the oblique parameters are interpreted as renormalized at EW following our prescriptions,
the neglected LL terms in such a LO oblique parameters analysis can actually be signicant. The
challenge illustrated by this example requires extending the (S^; T^ ;W; Y ) parametrization to include
additional parameters in a consistent global t of universal theories beyond LO.
O(10 1) for the Z (red) and c2y (green) parameters, respectively, which may be gener-
ated by heavy QCD-charged states and scalar states, lead to corrections larger than the
experimental and SM theoretical uncertainties. It would be interesting to compare these
numbers with direct constraints on the parameters Z (see e.g. [61]) and c2y, and obtain a
fuller understanding of allowed parameter ranges through a global SMEFT analysis. The
anomalous TGC parameters gZ1 and  shift the theory predictions along the same
direction as c2y, since all three parameters contribute via [g
Zd
L ]33 only. They are directly
constrained by measurements at LEP2, and more recently also at the LHC.5 The green
line segment between the orange stars (triangles) represents the 95% C.L. interval allowed
5Though experimental constraints are on g1z,  dened with respect to the physical particles, the
dierence between g1z and g
Z
1 , which involve 1;2;3 (see table 3), is not relevant, since when interpreted
in universal theories, oblique corrections are always assumed to vanish in experimental TGC analyses.

















by the combined LEP2 constraint on gZ1 () taken from the LEP electroweak working
group nal report [62]. These constraints are derived allowing one anomalous TGC param-
eter to be nonzero at a time, and are shown here for illustration purpose only. We see that
values of gZ1 as allowed by the above constraint can contribute signicant corrections to
R` and Rb.
Our example shows that the RG-induced nonuniversal eects that are usually ne-
glected can indeed challenge the interpretation and usefulness of the LO oblique parame-
ters analysis. In practice, this means that for a consistent global t of universal theories
to precision electroweak data, one should go beyond the conventional approach with the
(S^; T^ ;W; Y ) parametrization. An extension to LL order should at least involve two addi-
tional parameters,




















where ~gZbL is proportional to the linear combination of the less-constrained universal pa-
rameters appearing in the LL term in (3.22). For the two observables R` and Rb discussed
in this subsection, ~Z and ~gZbL capture shifts in the directions of the red and green dashed
lines in gure 2, respectively. Further extending the analysis to include NLO nite cor-
rections may introduce more parameters, but the total number of free parameters is no
more than 16, the number of universal parameters dened at .6 Extended in this way,
the oblique parameters analysis can be consistent and useful, and yet simpler than the
full SMEFT if one is interested only in universal theories (see [15, 16] for discussions on
consistent analyses of the full SMEFT).
4 RG eects in the Yukawa sector
We next turn to the Yukawa sector, and show how the universal relation (2.5b) can be
violated by RG evolution. The observation that RG evolution in universal theories can
induce nonuniversal rescaling of all SM fermion Yukawa couplings was previously made
in [29], based on partial results on the anomalous dimensions ij for one fermion generation,
and assuming a limited set of nonzero Wilson coecients. Our analysis in this section
takes into account the full ij that became available after [29], and all the parameters
characterizing universal theories classied in [8].
The dimension-6 operators relevant for Yukawa coupling corrections are those in the
 2H3 class. At LO, their Wilson coecients are related in universal theories as follows,fCuH ; CdH ; CeHgij = fyu; VCKMyd; yegijCy: (4.1)
6A further challenge can potentially arise at this order, if constraints on the universal parameters are to
be interpreted in specic UV models. Since a NLO calculation of observables requires one-loop matching [35,
36, 39, 40, 43, 46] of the Wilson coecients contributing at LO, we need to assume that the UV model does
not generate operators beyond those in (2.1) even at one-loop matching. This assumption is implicit in our


















The running of these Wilson coecients is in general complicated by the nontrivial a-
vor structure in the quark sector. For example, [ _CdH ]ij contains terms proportional to
[yuy
y
uVCKMyd]ij , which, unlike [VCKMyd]ij that [CdH ]ij is proportional to at LO, cannot be
diagonalized by applying V yCKM on the left. Thus, a redenition of the CKM matrix is
needed after RG evolution. However, the third-generation quarks are hardly aected by
this complication, since we can approximate VCKM by a block-diagonal matrix,
VCKM '
0B@ 1 W 0 W 1 0
0 0 1
1CA ; (4.2)
where a subscript \W" has been added to the Wolfenstein parameter W ' 0:23 to avoid
confusion with the Higgs self-coupling . With O(2W ) terms neglected, RG evolution in
universal theories does not mix the third-generation quarks with the rst- and second-
generation ones. We will focus on the experimentally most accessible third-generation
Yukawa coupling corrections in the following, adopting the approximation (4.2) and ne-
glecting terms suppressed by y2f=y
2
t (f 6= t). Using the results in [17{19] and table 1, we nd











Cy   12y2t (y2t   )C2y












































































































Cy   12y2t (y2t   )C2y
 
















































While there are overlapping terms in these equations, there is no obvious well-motivated
way to make the separation between universal vs. nonuniversal eects. We thus refrain
from dening the running of F as we did for the oblique parameters in the previous
section, but simply present the violation of the universal relation (2.5b) at the electroweak
scale. To do so, we note that, in our notation,















where yt, yb, y represent [yu]33, [yd]33, [ye]33, respectively; see (C.4). Combin-

















































































( 0:23F + 0:11V + 0:0022gZ1   0:0014   0:0019S^ + 0:019T^
+0:061W   0:020Y   2:8Z + 0:032c2y + 0:00023f   0:00031fz); (4.6a)






























































(0:056F   0:056V   0:0074gZ1 + 0:0048   0:000014S^
 0:066W   0:013Y + 0:37Z   0:032c2y + 0:34fgg   0:00078f + 0:0010fz): (4.6b)
The terms in these equations involving the oblique parameters correspond to the eect

















The numerical results in (4.6) show that signicant deviations from the universal re-
lation (2.5b) are possible. For example, in the simplest scenario where F is the only
nonnegligible universal parameter at the new physics scale , we have yt() = yb() =
y () = F , but yt(EW) ' 0:77yb(EW), yb(EW) ' 1:056y (EW) after RG evolu-
tion, if ln EW ' 3. Further deviations can be induced by other universal parameters, such
as V , Z, c2y, fgg, if they are generated at . Therefore, the sometimes adopted simplied
approach to precision Higgs t where a common rescaling factor is assumed for all the SM
fermion Yukawa couplings does not nd its justication in universal theories. This assump-
tion applies to the the eective hff couplings at   mh  EW, and appears ne-tuned
in light of the RG-induced nonuniversal eects illustrated above. Thus, even for universal
theories, it is desirable to keep these parameters separate when tting them to data.
5 Conclusions
The usefulness of simplied frameworks for precision analyses lies in the fact that they are
much more tractable than the full SMEFT with a vast parameter space, and yet capture
broad classes of BSM scenarios. The oblique parameters framework, which characterizes
eects of universal theories on precision electroweak observables, has been widely-used
for more than two decades now, and nds its justication at LO in the modern SMEFT
approach with a consistent description of universal theories in the SMEFT [8]. In many
cases, however, it is desirable to go beyond LO in the new physics eects, and simplied
frameworks should be properly extended to incorporate RG evolution.
In this paper, we have performed a RG analysis of universal theories in the SMEFT
framework. The key observation is that under RG evolution, universal theories at the new
physics scale , which reside in a 16-dimensional subspace of the full SMEFT parameter
space, can ow out of this subspace, and become nonuniversal at the electroweak scale
EW where their eects on precision observables are measured. Keeping in mind that the
departure from universal theories at EW is not arbitrary (as the theory is still usefully de-
scribed by the 16 universal parameters dened at ), we summarize the main consequences
of the above observation in the following.
 The universal pattern of deviations from SM predictions seen at LO in the univer-
sal theories EFT is distorted after RG evolution from  to EW. The RG-induced
nonuniversal eects lead to well-dened departures (dictated by the 16 universal
parameters at ) from the LO universal relations (2.5) among some generically in-
dependent Higgs basis couplings (in the sense explained at the end of section 2.2);
see (3.15), (3.18), (4.6).
 Since there is in general no unique procedure to dene the oblique parameters (and
more generally universal parameters) for nonuniversal theories, additional prescrip-
tions are needed for S^(EW), T^ (EW), etc. to be meaningful. Our prescriptions are
shown in (3.12), where the running of the oblique parameters is given by the sum
of (3.11) and (3.21).
 With our prescriptions, LO expressions for the new physics corrections to electroweak

















by additional LL terms that cannot be absorbed into the running of the oblique pa-
rameters. An example calculation of two well-measured observables R` and Rb shows
that the additional LL terms can be numerically important; see (3.23) and gure 2.
This implies that, even for universal theories, a consistent precision electroweak t
should go beyond the fS^; T^ ;W; Y g parametrization. But unlike generic nonuniversal
theories, the additional parameters to be incorporated are a small number of linear
combinations of other universal parameters invading through RG evolution from 
to EW; see (3.27).
 The Yukawa couplings of all SM fermions are in general not modied in the same
way even in universal theories. In particular, (4.6) shows the potentially sizable RG-
induced deviations from a universal rescaling for the top, bottom and tau Yukawa
couplings (as parameters in the Higgs basis framework). Thus, tting a common
Yukawa coupling rescaling factor to Higgs data as based on LO intuitions from uni-
versal theories is of limited use.
Two additional aspects of RG-induced nonuniversal eects not discussed in this paper
are the generation of the dipole-type couplings dV f (which vanish at LO in universal theo-
ries; see table 3), and a nonuniversal pattern of 4-fermion interactions. They correspond to
violations of the two other features of universal theories at LO listed in section 4.2 of [8]
that are not captured by the universal relations (2.5).7 Following the discussion in [19], we
see the former aects the muon anomalous magnetic moment, but not  ! e or electric
dipole moments, if the theory is universal (and CP-conserving) at . The latter aspect
may have an impact on precision analyses of LEP2 data in the oblique parameters frame-
work, and can also be relevant for future precision measurements on a higher-energy e+e 
collider where also the top quark can be pair-produced. In any case, to make maximal
use of existing and upcoming precision data for indirect searches of physics beyond the
SM, simplied parameterizations of new physics eects, as motivated by specic classes of
BSM scenarios like universal theories, should be consistently cast in the SMEFT frame-
work (if the absence of new light states is assumed), and checked for robustness against
RG evolution.
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A Notation for the SMEFT





















7There it is also mentioned that gWqR = 0 at LO in universal theories; see table 3 of the present paper.

















where q = (uL; dL), l = (; eL), u = uR, d = dR, e = eR. All the gauge-eigenstate fermion




L is a mass eigenstate. In the
last term,  and  are SU(2)L indices of the doublet elds, while generation indices are
implicitly summed over. The Yukawa matrices yu, yd, ye are real and diagonal in generation
space, and should not be confused with the hypercharges














The sign conventions are, for example,
GA = @G
A
   @GA + gsfABCGBGC ; (A.3a)
Dq = (@   igsTAGA   ig
a
2
W a   ig0YqB)q; (A.3b)














In the SMEFT, (A.1) is supplemented by the complete set of dimension-6 operators.
We work with the Warsaw basis [55], and adopt the conventions in [55] for the eective
operators. In this basis, there are 9 CP-even bosonic operators,
QHW = jHj2W aW a ; QHB = jHj2BB ; QHG = jHj2GAGA
QHWB = H
yaHW aB











QHD = jHyDHj2; QH = jHj2jHj2; QH = jHj6: (A.4)
The LO universal theories EFT Lagrangian (2.1) consists of these 9 operators and 7 linear






















y !D H)(ll); QHe = (iHy !D H)(ee); (A.5)
Qy from the 3  
2H3-class operators
QuH = jHj2quHy; QdH = jHj2qdH; QeH = jHj2leH; (A.6)












q); Qll = (ll)(l
l);
Quu = (uu)(u
u); Qdd = ( dd)( d

























u); Qld = (l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d); Qeu = (ee)(u

















(qu); Qledq = (le)( dq
): (A.7)
The 9 + 8 + 3 + 25 = 45 operators mentioned above (42 explicitly listed), plus the 8
 2XH-class operators, constitute the 53 independent CP-even, baryon-number-conserving
dimension-6 operators (ref. [55] further lists 6 CP-odd operators, making the total num-






Hl ]ij = [C
(1)
Hl ]ij(iH










When using the results in [17{19], we need to ip the signs of the gauge couplings gs,
g, g0, and replace the Yukawa matrices Y yu , Y yd , Y
y
e in these references by yu, VCKMyd, ye,
respectively to conform with our notation.
B Universal parameters from the eective Lagrangian
The 16 independent universal parameters listed in table 2 can be identied with coecients
of terms in the eective Lagrangian, when the latter is written in the electroweak symmetry
broken phase in the unitary gauge, i.e. H = 1p
2
(0; v+h), and the SM elds and parameters
are redened to satisfy the oblique parameters dening conditions [4, 8]. Denoting these
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i fDf +O( V 4; h4; h3f2; h3 V 2; h V 3): (B.1)
With the standard notation, W =
1p
2
(W 1  iW 2), W = @[;W] , Z = @[;Z], A =
@[;A], where (: : : )[;]  (: : : )   (: : : ) denotes an antisymmetric tensor. In (B.1) we
have dened
K^   g@2 + @@ ; K^2  K^K^  : (B.2)
The action of K^ follows the product rule, e.g.
K^  (W+W Z) = K^  (@[;W+]W Z) (B.3)
= @[;(K^W
+)]W
 Z + @[;W+] (K^W
 )Z + @[;W+]W
 (K^Z) ;
where (K^W+) = K^W
+, etc. Also, we have used f 0 to denote mass-eigenstate elds
and f to denote gauge-eigenstate elds for the SM fermions. The reader is referred to [8]
for details of the reduction from (2.1) to (B.1).
























fz =   2
g2




























C Higgs basis couplings in the Warsaw basis
In this appendix we collect denitions of the Higgs basis couplings [10] that are relevant
for our discussion of RG eects in sections 3 and 4, and their expressions in terms of the
Warsaw basis Wilson coecients. Note that a slightly dierent notation is adopted in [10]
compared with the original Warsaw basis paper [55]. In particular, CHWB, CHD, CH
in [55] (and also in the present paper) translate into gg0cWB,  4cT ,  cH cT , respectively,
in [10]. Also, the  2H3-class operators are dened dierently in [10] than in [55].
With the SM elds and parameters properly redened to satisfy the Higgs basis dening
conditions [8, 10], the SMEFT contains the following terms for the charged-current (CC)





































where gZfL and g
Zf
R apply to f 2 fuL; dL; eL; g and f 2 fuR; dR; eRg, respectively, and
T 3f = 0 is assumed for f 2 fuR; dR; eRg. The elds and parameters satisfying the Higgs
basis dening conditions have been denoted with hats. They are in general dierent from
the barred elds in (B.1) which satisfy the oblique parameters dening conditions; see [8].
We have followed the conventions in [10] for the denitions of the Higgs basis couplings
in (C.1), with the exception that our gWqL is dened with respect to the gauge-eigenstate
elds rather than the mass-eigenstate elds. In our notation, [gWlL ]ij and [g
Wq
L ]ij are



































































































where C0 is the Wilson coecient combination dened in (2.14), and is identied with

















The Higgs boson couplings to SM fermions, on the other hand, are given by










ij + [yf 0 ]ij(cos
f 0





f 0j ; (C.3)
For general avor structures of the  2H3-class operators, the fermion mass matrices need
to be rediagonalized to dene the mass eigenstates f 0i . In universal theories (with RG
eects included), and in the approximation (4.2), the third-generation fermions are not
aected by this rotation. We have fij = 0, and
yt = [yu]33 =   [CuH ]33
yt
+ CH   C0; (C.4a)
yb = [yd]33 =   [CdH ]33
yb
+ CH   C0; (C.4b)
y = [ye]33 =   [CeH ]33
y
+ CH   C0: (C.4c)
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